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Welcome to a world where we teach mindfulness and connect to the earth so it
becomes as natural as breathing. We are here to help you on your journey.

Natasha Pang Robertson is dedicated to helping others
find their true nature within. She is a teacher of 18
years teaching students K-12 and adults. She is a
certified forest therapist guide with the A.N.F.T. and
one of 26 teachers across Canada to become a Forest
School Canada Practitioner within Canada’s first
training movement. Natasha has studied mindfulness
through a variety of means, including mindfulness
communication and has completed a two week silent
vipassana. She loves to rock climb, meditate and paint
when she is not deep in the forest.

Emily has completed an Honours degree in Biology
with a focus on ecology. She holds a Bachelor of
Education Degree in Outdoor Ecological and
Experiential Education (OE3). She believes in the
importance of living mindfully and being present in each
moment. She has completed the Mindful Schools
"Mindful Educator Essentials" course. She has
attended Vipassana in Thailand. She loves to knit, do
yoga and Flamenco dance when not on an outdoor
adventure with her family.
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Booking Your Corporate Retreat with Roots & Branches will help by Improving
corporate culture by connecting people to themselves, others and nature. Your
booking will also help to support Roots & Branches Forest School Program for
children in our community. Our Retreats Combine techniques of yoga, art,
cooperative games, sound and Forest Therapy to build trust; empathy, mental
wellness, restoration and stress management strategies for today and well into
the future!

What is a Mindfulness Team Building and Mental Wellness Retreat?
A team building retreat is essentially where your business organizes an out of office gathering of your company’s
employees. Quite often they’re hosted in rural locations, providing an environment where your team can learn to
really work together through a whole host of activities. Most of the retreat’s tasks are aimed at strengthening
coworker relationships, strengthening self-care, developing levels of communication and allowing you to monitor
how your team works together in some challenging but fun situations. We infuse Mindfulness into the core of our
offerings. We can come into your board room for an hour or offer a full day retreat!
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The Importance of Team Building
Employees are the essence and foundation of any successful business. It’s therefore essential that your team can
work together effectively. A team building retreat has many benefits which can help your organization be successful
and develop relationships with one another. With a team building retreat, you can target areas for improvement,
with a clear purpose, educational goals that will help your team improve and build on their strengths.
●
●
●

●

Be proactive – Give your team a chance to work together and play together. Teams that have strong
relationships with one another work harder and are motivated to succeed at their tasks at hand.
Bring your remote team together – Connect your remote teams together. Give them time to develop a
relationship with each other so they feel connected.
Motivation and job satisfaction – Did you know that 64% of employees say that creating trust between
staff and senior management influences job satisfaction? A retreat is the perfect opportunity to develop
that bond between colleagues, whilst allowing time out of the office for your teams to become familiar with
each other.
Investing in your team – most employees don’t actually believe their organisations are working together
as effectively as they could be. Source: Ventureteambuilding Canada.

“

64% of employees say that creating trust between staff
and senior management influences job satisfaction

”
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What about Mental Wellness?
The importance of mental wellness is often overlooked. The World Health Organization recently announced that
mental disorders, such as depression, are the leading cause of disability around the world. In Canada, one in five
Canadians are dealing with mental illness. This does not include those Canadians who are experiencing less
severe mental health issues or those who provide support to a loved one suffering from a mental health disorder.
The 2007 National Physician survey estimates the economic costs of poor mental health care in Canada — both
direct and indirect — to be a staggering $50-billion annually. Of course, that survey only accounted for the
economic costs, not the human costs of ignoring our mental health.

In the long run, a day off to recharge would be better for you and your
organization…You will save $$$$$!
Both physical and mental states of unwellness typically require longer than a single day to recover from, not to
mention the use of other resources such as medication and doctors’ visits. In addition, an employer’s costs can
increase if an employee needs to use short- or long-term disability benefits.
Source: http://news.nationalpost.com/health/taking-a-mental-health-day-making-the-case-for-staying-home-from-work-for-your-mind

The average canadian worker took an average
of 9.3 sick days in 2011. These absences–ranging
from time off for minor illnesses to longer-term
leaves of absence–cost the Canadian economy
an estimated $16.6 billion in 2012,
based on salary cost for the days lost.
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Source: Conference Board of Canada

Help your organization save on costs, attend a Forest School Retreat with your staff
and be a leader for mental health! Inspire them to be their best at work!
A culture of health starts at the top. Be your best self – at work, on the road, at home, and at play – and model
those behaviors for your organization. Improve your corporate wellness by sending your key staff, partners, and
clients to Roots & Branches Forest School to optimize their health, well-being, and productivity – and the
performance of your organization.Source: https://healthyliving.mayoclinic.org/corporate.php

“
Enlightened organizations recognize that investing
in the health of their people is good business.
Your people are your competitive advantage.
”
Be enlightened! Give your team good health and create good business! Come to
Roots & Branches Forest School and watch how your team flourishes before you!
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At our retreats we teach Mindfulness.  Proven to help with physical and
mental health!
Benefits of Mindfulness
Reduced Work-Related Stress and Psychological Distress
One of the most common benefits of practicing mindfulness in the workplace is the decrease in stress
and psychological stress experienced by employees.
Researchers Grégoire and Lachance (2015) found that call center employees who took part in a brief
mindfulness intervention reported decreased stress, anxiety, depression, fatigue, and negative affect,
while also experiencing greater satisfaction at work.
Similarly, employees from the Dow Chemical Company enjoyed less stress and increased resiliency
and vigor after completing a mindfulness intervention (Aikens, Astin, Pelletier, Levanovich, Baase, Park, &
Bodnar, 2014). Huang, Li, Huang, and Tang (2015) also found that mindfulness reduces stress, fatigue, and
psychological distress, especially for employees struggling with poor mental health.
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Other Benefits
Emotion regulation. There is evidence that mindfulness helps develop effective emotion regulation in
the brain (Corcoran, Farb, Anderson, & Segal, 2010; Farb et al., 2010; Siegel, 2007b).
Decreased reactivity and increased response flexibility. Research has demonstrated that
mindfulness meditation enables people to become less reactive (Cahn & Polich, 2009; Goldin & Gross, 2010;
Ortner, Kiner, & Zelazo, 2007; Siegel, 2007a, 2007b) an
 d have greater cognitive flexibility ( Moore & Malinowski, 2009; Siegel,
2007a, 2007b).

Intrapersonal Benefits In addition to the affective and interpersonal benefits identified above,
mindfulness has been shown to enhance functions associated with the middle prefrontal lobe area of
the brain, such as self-insight, morality, intuition, and fear modulation ( Siegel, 2007b, 2009). There is also
evidence that mindfulness meditation has numerous health benefits including increased immune
functioning (Davidson et al., 2003; see Grossman, Niemann, Schmidt, & Walach, 2004 for a review of physical health benefits).
Mindfulness meditation has been shown to improve well-being ( Carmody & Baer, 2008) and reduce
psychological distress (Coffey & Hartman, 2008; Ostafin et al., 2006).
Empathy Mindfulness meditation consistently has been theorized to promote empathy (Anderson, 2005;
Fulton, 2005; Martin, 1997; Morgan & Morgan, 2005; Shapiro & Izett, 2008; Walsh & Shapiro, 2006)

Compassion In addition to empathy, a second therapist characteristic that seems to derive from
meditation is compassion. For example, MBSR training has been found to enhance self-compassion in
health care professionals ( Shapiro, Astin, Bishop, & Cordova, 2005) and therapist trainees ( Shapiro, Brown, & Biegel,
2007). Kingsbury (2009) i nvestigated the role of self-compassion in relation to mindfulness. Two components
of mindfulness, non-judging and non reacting, were strongly correlated with self-compassion, and two
dimensions of empathy, taking on others perspectives (i.e., perspective taking) and reacting to others’
affective experiences with discomfort. Self-compassion fully mediated the relationship between
perspective taking and mindfulness.
Decreased Stress and Anxiety Research has found that premedical and medical students report less
anxiety and depression symptoms after an 8-week MBSR training compared to a waiting list control
group (Shapiro et al., 1998).

http://www.traumacenter.org/products/pdf_files/Benefits_of_Mindfulness.pdf
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Benefits of Corporate Getaways
In the post industrial workplace, the vast majority of Canadians are waking up and commuting a minimum of half an
hour to their full time jobs in the private sector (Statistics Canada, 2010).
Most Canadians are putting in 40+ hours a week and isolating themselves behind a desk or showing up at work.
“PRESENTEEISM” is occurring on a daily basis. Many employees are showing up to work, not contributing and under
performing! Presenteeism is costing companies over $6 Billion a year! Employees are at work yet making errors,
falling behind on assignments, have trouble concentrating, are forgetful, indecisive, are fatigued, have headaches and
are irritable. They are present yet absent in Mind.

A Mental Wellness and Team building retreat can help SOLVE all of the above!
According to a study of employee engagement in the Canadian workforce, engaged employees demonstrate higher
levels of commitment and productivity; they are working harder, yielding better results, they are building better
relationships and they are going above and beyond baseline job expectations (Bakker, 2011).
One strategy that is proving increasingly effective at re-engaging employees, boosting team morale, and escaping
daily office fatigue, is the implementation of corporate retreats. Corporate retreats, getaways, field trips (or whatever
you choose to call them), take employees away from the banausic workplace environment and offer an opportunity to
reset. Corporate retreats serve as mediums to set new goals, to initiate valuable training and facilitate better
communication (Saint Blanquat, 2015). These mini office getaways break the cycle of everyday routine and isolation
and allow for reflection and invigoration. Research shows that following corporate retreats/ team building days,
individuals return back to the office with renewed energy and enthusiasm (Saint Blanquat, 2015). Renewed
enthusiasm equates to happier and more productive employees and in turn, more successful corporations.

Renew your team’s enthusiasm, help them be productive and successful!
Bibliography:
Bakker, Shawn. "Control, Opportunity & Leadership - Psychometrics Canada." N.p., 2011. Web. 8 Nov. 2016.
"Employment by Age, Sex, Type of Work, Class of Worker and Province." G
 overnment of Canada, Statistics Canada. N.p., n.d. Web.
08 Nov. 2016.
Saint Blanquat, Amaury. "What Are the Benefits of Team Building and Corporate ..." N.p., Nov.-Dec. 2015. Web. 8 Nov. 2016.
“Transportation." Transportation. Government of Canada, Statistics Canada. N.p., 2016. Web. 08 Nov. 2016.
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Benefits for Participants, Health Care employees and Patients
Roots & Branches Forest School can help participants:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Build trust within teams, organizations,
patients and employees
Strengthen bonds with other team members
Combine thoughts and ideas in new ways
Recognize and expand intuitive abilities –
without fear or judgment
Step outside their usual comfort zone
Focus on listening and communicating
Adapt quickly and confidently to change
Examine issues from new perspectives
Work collaboratively and effectively
Think inventively
Learn by doing

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Increase Self Awareness
Improve Mental Health
Rejuvenate and Revive
Apply experiential skills to work/other
scenarios
Reduce pain management
Improve engagement with their health,
particularly in patients with chronic pain
Improve ability to promote their health and
well-being outside of a clinical setting
With chronic pain, fibromyalgia, cancer, anxiety
disorders, and depression
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Our Retreats…
Typically start at 8:45 ending at 16:30 including a break for lunch and snack. Mix and match therapy,
activities, brainstorming sessions to fill your day. Large organizations with 24 participants may be divided
in two groups for some activities such as yoga, sound meditation and forest therapy.
Retreats can consist of mix and match options. Please email us with your needs and we can tailor your day.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Forest Therapy
Sound Therapy
Sound and Guided Meditation
Painting Emotion
Team Art Project
"The Importance of Play" in the adult world team-building workshop
"Trust" team-building workshop
Medicines in the Forest
Nature Identification Walk
(Winter species, Birding basics, Ecology, plants, tracks and scat)
Snowshoeing/kicksledding - depending on date and availability (extra cost)*
Survival/Outdoor Skills Session
Yoga Session with or without Singing Bowls
Yoga for the Workplace: Yoga for Posture in a Slouching World
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Onsite Offerings: Please note there may be an extra fee for *Starred* offerings.

Hosted at Roots & Branches Forest School
Your team visits us on location at Surprise Lake!

Forest Therapy - Help your group find answers, relax and go within. Through a series of guided invitations participants will
experience a therapy session like no other. This is a slow paced walk awakening the senses to what is all around us. We
can incorporate questions that your company may be contemplating or leave it up to us and we may bring clarity, healing and
motivation to your group.
Sound Bath Therapy - Participants relax, lie down on a yoga mat cuddled beneath a blanket while the room is infused with a
variety of musical instruments. Using Singing Bowls, flutes, drums, bells and a Gong to put the mind and body into deep
relaxation. Guided Meditations can be infused to achieve certain goals. These sessions can be very healing and therapeutic
for all.
*Painting Emotion- Host a Group project for your participants or have each member do their own piece of art. This session
will include music, guided meditation and abstract art. You don’t have to be an artist to participate. Challenge yourself and
see what comes from within! Painting can be full of surprises and truly healing.
*Team Art Project - A group project that we facilitate to bring participants in your group together. This can be an art piece
that we work together on in the forest or a take home to hang in your office as a reminder of the teambuilding time. This may
include guided meditation, positive affirmations and goal setting for your group.
"The Importance of Play" in the adult world team-building workshop - Build creativity and awaken the mind! Choose
between long forgotten games, tool crafting, shelter making and more! These activities help to stir up ideas!
"Trust" team-building workshop - A variety of cooperative and team building games that help to achieve togetherness,
trust and teamwork! A must for any retreat!
Medicines in the Forest - Learn some plants that you can use for medicine and tea. We will walk and discover some local
plants along the way. Foraging some to make tea. We will talk about the healing properties and benefits of the Northern
Boreal Forest.
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*Snowshoeing/kicksledding - Participants will experience a guided snowshoe walk. They will have opportunity to try out the
kicksled. This offering will depending on date and availability of snow shoe rentals. There will be an extra fee.
Nature Identification Walk - Learn a variety of new skills to identify (Winter species, Birding basics, Ecology, plants, tracks
and scat). This activity will have an extra fee.
Basic Woodland Skills (Best in warmer weather): Learn the basics from fire-starting to shelter-building in a safe and
supportive environment! Build a hammer, make firestarters and learn to whittle!
Songbird Identification Guided Walk (May and June): Learn how to identify songbirds in our forests by sound alone!
BYOB (Bring Your Own Binoculars!) and join me in awakening your ears to the glory of spring. *Based on Availability of
Songbird expert. This activity will have an extra fee.
Yoga : * The below choices based on availability of yoga teacher.
Yoga Session - Restorative Yoga is a form of Hatha where the participant is completely supported. Restorative kick-starts
the parasympathetic nervous system, re-setting the rest and digest actions of the body and mind. This form of Yoga is
particularly healing for those involved in high-stress work and/or home environments. No experience required.
Hatha Yoga Session -Traditional Hatha Yoga combines the breath with movement connecting the mind, body and spirit.
This class is designed to relax and invigorate the participant gently. No experience required.

Paddle into Forest Therapy - Q
 uetico 3 Day Canoe Trip - Offer this trip as an incentive or take your top executives!
Two nights camping accommodation, tasty meals, all group equipment, park permits,
and services of a wilderness guide. This serene experience with paddle your team deep
Into themselves. Allowing for reflection, inquiry and purpose. We will paddle with an intention
and have Forest Therapy sessions in the solitude of nature.
Brainstorming Session - We can offer some methods for brainstorming for your team to solve, create and explore new ideas
For your company.
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Hosted at your location Offerings:
Sound and Forest Therapy Sessions

We will come in to your workplace prior to the Retreat, following the retreat day or on a regular basis. We can can combine the options
below and can offer 1-3 hour sessions in your boardroom or other spaces available.
Sound Therapy Treatments will help you: calm your mind, relieve stress, help you sleep, dissolve physical, mental, emotional
blockages and connect to your true self. Some benefits of Sound Therapy: -balances both hemispheres of the brain, changes our
old patterns of behaviour, habits and way of thinking, deep relaxation, helps to recover illnesses, traumas, improves sleep,
increases vital energy, flow, creativity, intuition and motivation, stimulates circulation, strengthens immune system, stress
reduction, helps PTSD, reduces depression and self-regeneration

Group Sound Bath Therapy: Your group has a chance to rejuvenate their minds and restore for optimal
performance levels and healing. They can sit in a chair or lie down on a yoga mat cuddled beneath a blanket,
while the room is infused with a variety of musical instruments. We use Tibetan Singing Bowls, flutes, drums,
bells and a Gong to put the mind and body into deep relaxation. These sessions can be very healing and
therapeutic for all.
Individual Sound Therapy: Clients will receive 15-60 minute sessions based on their needs. Sound Instruments
such as Tibetan Singing Bowls, Tuning forks, chimes will be used on and around the body. This ancient practise
relaxes the mind and promotes healing physically and emotionally.
Restorative Sound Therapy and Yoga - Your team will participate in restoring their body and their minds helping
them to be ready for new ideas and a love for working with you. A yoga session of your choice combined with the
healing sounds of the Tibetan Singing Bowls. This restorative session will end with a complete Sound Bath.
Forest Therapy - Help your group find answers, relax and go within. Through a series of guided invitations or
tasks participants will experience a therapy session like no other. This can be done inside sitting on a chair or at
a nearby park. Participants take time to mindfully awaken the senses to what is all around us. We can incorporate
questions that your company may be contemplating or leave it up to us and we may bring clarity, healing and
motivation to your group.
Forest And Sound Therapy Combined: This can be done in your boardroom in an hour! 1.5 hours recommended.
One of our specialties! A quick way to boost spirit, focus and re-energize your staff! We suggest you experience this
at least once! Repeated practise is important for the most beneficial results.
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Sample Retreat Itinerary Small Groups
8:45

Group Arrival:
Friday, April 27th

Welcome/Mindfulness Breaths/First Council

9:30

Team Building Game

Web of Intentions-What we hold, Group brainstorming
toward goal..

10:00

Tea Break around Fire

Share a story about a time when you were on an
outside adventure.

10:15

Snowshoeing or Walk/Hike

Scavenger Hunt - Looking for clues to lead our
organization
Group Nature Art Project- The importance of play in
the adult world

12:00

Lunch

1:00

Sound Therapy

Set an Intention for finding an answer

1:30

Forest Therapy

Enter into the forest and within to go a little bit deeper.
Clarity will come.

3:30

Team Brainstorm

Ideas that have come - Shared

4:00

Closing ceremony with Tea

Final Council, Group Toning and tea.
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Sample Retreat Itinerary Large Groups
8:45

Group Arrival

Welcome/Mindfulness Breaths/ Group
Toning/Set Intentions for the day

9:30

Team Building Game

Web of Intentions-What we hold, Group
brainstorming toward goal.

10:00

Tea Break around Fire

Share a story about a time when you were
on an outside adventure. Divide into Groups
for the day

Group A

Group B

10:15

Sound Therapy - Set intention for the
session.

Nature Identification Walk -

10:45

Forest Therapy Session - Indiv. Or Group
Goal

Group Nature Art Project -

12:30

Lunch

Lunch

● Option to repeat morning choices
or offer a variety of new activities.
1:30

Painting Emotions

The Importance of Play and Cooperation

3:00

Woodland Skills

Yoga and Sound Bowls

4:30

Final Council, Closing ceremony with Tea

Final Council, Closing ceremony with Tea
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Food options
Food is a big part of Mental and Physical Wellness. You may wish to have your team bring their own litterless
lunch or we are affiliated with the below catering restaurants. Order on your own or we can organize for an extra
fee from these healthy options!
●
●
●
●
●

Bliss Cafe
Game Changer
No7 Grannies
Pita Pit
We provide a healthy snack and foraged Tea for first snack

Transportation
We recommend carpooling as parking is limited and it helps our environment! We have space for 10 cars. You
can also park at the end of our road and walk in. It is about a 10 minute walk.
We can also organize a bus for your team for an additional fee.

Need to know...
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

Your staff will need to be dressed for the outdoors and prepared to be outside most of the day, if not all of
it. Snowsuits, hats, mittens, warm socks, sunscreen, sun hats, dress in layers, etc. Dressing properly is a
big factor in how the day will run. Please make sure everyone had proper clothing. We have extra gear if
needed. Please let us know well in advance.
We have 2 yurts with wood stove and outdoor classroom.
We run rain, snow or shine!
For winter months please purchase a box of hand warmers and foot warmers for your staff and ask
them to come prepared. We cannot express how important it is for your staff to be warm in order for them
to enjoy their day. These can be ordered on amazon.com. We can also order for you if enough notice and
invoice if needed.
For spring months bug hats or bug jackets are needed. We can supply for an additional fee.
Water bottles are necessary as there is no drinking water out here.
Thermos recommended filled with hot beverage during winter months.
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Make you Booking!
Help your organization rejuvenate and refuel!
Our Retreats are designed to enrich your life in different areas.
They are created with holistic wellness in mind. Your team will be treated like family;
leave with new friends, new knowledge, new self awareness and memories that
will last a lifetime. We hope that you will join us and awaken your team!

Check out our website: www.rootsandbranchesfs.com
Facebook: Roots and Branches Forest School
https://www.facebook.com/Connectthedotstbay/?fref=ts

To register please connect through our website www.rootsandbranchesfs.com
Email info@rootsandbranchesfs.com Or Phone 807-620-2753

*Text or Email is Best* Please Give us a few days to return your message. We may be deep in the forest playing*
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Testimonials
“Our staff retreat with Roots & Branches Forest School helped bring the Student Health and Wellness team at
Lakehead University together to build a shared vision. We spent the day strengthening trust and setting our
intentions while outside in a naturally restorative environment. We were guided by two very professional, mindful
and skilled facilitators to gain insight into our work and to be present while connecting with the beautiful
surroundings”.
Aimee Jaun
Director of Student Health and Wellness
Lakehead University

“The sound therapy was restful and contemplative. I love being outdoors. This is what give me peace and
I loved sharing it with others.” T
 rudy Kergan
“Such an energizing space to think and work in.” I rene Pugliese
I feel more at ease, almost “lighter” my mind feels clear. V
 ery Knowledgeable and well prepared staff.I feel
more calm, relaxed and centered. L
 akehead University Staff from Medical Clinic
Helpful to anyone, any age - Just take the time for yourself, for your health and you will get some more out
of life. Richard Atkinson from  Kinna-aweya Legal Clinic
I feel more relaxed Kinna-aweya Legal Clinic Participant

Pricing
Our Sessions vary in Price. Prices start at $700 for our valued programs. Please call or email us for a free
quote. We will need to know if you would like a program in or out of your place of work, the length of time
you have whether it is an hour session, a morning or a day long retreat, as well as the number of
participants. We can talk about what the best option would be for your organization for ultimate value.
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Notes

**Book Your Mental Wellness Sessions with Roots & Branches**
Improving health by connecting people to themselves, others and nature. Combing techniques of forest therapy,
yoga, art, and sound to improve personal mental wellness, restoration and learn stress and pain management
strategies for today!
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